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Why a Scholarly Communication Working Group?
Why Scholarly Communication Seminars?

Because of

- the journal prices crisis
- the constrains to the accessibility of scientific publication produced by the universities
- the university libraries are under a continuous adaptation process in order the support the learning and research function within a continuously changing environment
- Survival is not mandatory, neither given nor guaranteed
The journal prices crisis
The serials crisis
(continued)

Has the situation been changed?

• According to LISU the increase in median journal prices for 12 scholarly journal publishers 2000-2004 varied from
  - 27% (Cambridge University Press) to
  - 94% (Sage)

• The same period the inflation rate was, on average
  – 2.5%
6 biennial seminars in 6 European Capitals

1st seminar – **Madrid 2002**, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
"The Future of Scholarly Communication"

2nd seminar – **Vienna 2004**, Universität Wien
"F@ir Publishing & F@ir Reading"

3rd seminar – **Helsinki 2006**, University of Helsinki
"Trends in Education and Research: Developing Skills & Communication across Europe"

4th seminar – **Prague 2008**, Charles University
"Partnership in Academic Excellence"

5th Seminar: **Lisbon 2010**, Universidade Nova de Lisboa
“Find it, Get it, Use it, Store it”
6th UNICA Scholarly Communication Seminar
Brussels
26-27 November 2012
“Libraries As Drivers for Change”
Any progress in EC level?

- Contract Clause 39 FP7 and ERC: papers originated from EC funded research have to be open accessible via Open Access repositories
- Projects: DRIVER, OPENAIRE, OPENAIRE plus
- Studies on the publication market in Europe
- Green papers on open access...
UNICA’s response to the EU Green Paper: From Challenges to Opportunities: Towards a Common Strategic Framework for EU Research and Innovation funding

Open Access

• UNICA welcomes the idea to support broader innovations, such as social innovation.

• However, the introduction of new ideas and solutions to the communities, including the academic community, elicits reflection on the issues of accessibility.

• UNICA recommends that the EU funding tools take account of libraries and learning centres as driving forces in the elimination of the scientific information gaps and contributing to the full exploitation of the collective potential of European research.

• In this context, UNICA is willing to bring its considerable experience from its Scholarly Communication Working Group and the UNICA Scholarly Communication Seminars, organised biennially since 2002
Statistics show that:

- there are approximately **800 publishing houses in Europe** that publish **almost half of the world's research articles**.
- **European researchers publish roughly 43 % of the research papers produced across the globe.**
- The Open Access pilot will ensure open access to a significant amount of scientific articles resulting from research funded under FP7.

Study on the economic and technical evolution of the scientific publication markets in Europe
Online survey on scientific information in the digital age
National Open Access and Preservation Policies in Europe

Analysis of a questionnaire to the European Research Area Committee
With regard to dissemination through research publications, open access shall apply under the terms and conditions laid down in the grant agreement. With regard to dissemination of other results, including research data, the grant agreement may lay down the terms and conditions under which open access to such results must be provided, in particular in ERC frontier research or any other appropriate areas.
The UNICA Contribution to the formation of the European Libraries future